Choose the Word

Directions: Read each set of words. Circle the word that does NOT belong with the others.
1. honest     operate     coastline       4. topic     coachable     forgot
2. unload     scolded     approach       5. unfold     coaching     afloat
3. enrolled     controlling     modern

Directions: Read each word. Choose the word from the word bank that has the same sound and spelling pattern as the target word and write it on the line. Words can be used more than once.

Word Bank    almost      common      soapy      scolded
6. problem    __________________
7. enrolled    __________________
8. goalpost   __________________
9. opposite   __________________
10. stroller   __________________
11. poster     __________________
12. roadway    __________________

Directions: Write sentences using each of the following words: common, poster, coaching, unfold.
13. __________________________________
14. __________________________________
15. __________________________________
16. __________________________________
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